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Night collection
Variety is the word to define the collection: fourteen different proposals, fourteen ideas for the night area;

functionality, design and emotions are joined together in beds with a strong personality. To complete the

choice there are “dedicated” containers, coherent in style, along with one multipurpose serie, which can be

freely combined. Conceived to really satisfy any resting requirements, this system includes also 

mattresses, pillow and complements.

Memo
Memo bed, design Carlo Colombo, 2006

Memo, designed by Carlo Colombo. Inspired by traditional shapes and beds of the past, with its thin

shapes and discreet structure.  But the touch of craftsmanship in the finishing of the headboard, design of

the legs, and elegant curve of all the elements make it a unique piece of extremely high value.

Technical characteristics and finishings:

Wenge and walnut c.

Dimensions:

Dimensions for mattresses:

mm 1600 X 2000
mm 1600 X 2100
mm 1800 X 2000
mm 1800 X 2100

1760 - 1960
69 2/8” - 77 1/8”

870
34 1/4”

2236 - 2336
88” - 92”

370
14 9/16”
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Night collection
Variety is the word to define the collection: fourteen different proposals, fourteen ideas for the night area;

functionality, design and emotions are joined together in beds with a strong personality. To complete the

choice there are “dedicated” containers, coherent in style, along with one multipurpose serie, which can be

freely combined. Conceived to really satisfy any resting requirements, this system includes also 

mattresses, pillow and complements.

Memo Due
Memo Due bed, design Carlo Colombo, 2006

Memo, designed by Carlo Colombo. Inspired by traditional shapes and beds of the past, with its thin

shapes and discreet structure.  But the extreme class of the headboard, design of the legs, and elegant

curve of all the elements make it a unique piece of extremely high value.

Technical characteristics and finishings:

Mat lacquered 28 colours.

Dimensions:

Dimensions for mattresses:

mm 1600 X 2000
mm 1600 X 2100
mm 1800 X 2000
mm 1800 X 2100

  
    

 

  
  

 

1760 - 1960
69 2/8” - 77 1/8”

870
34 1/4”

2236 - 2336
88” - 92”

370
14 9/16”
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Memo
Memo containers, design Carlo Colombo, 2006

Technical characteristics and finishings:

Mat lacquered 28 colours, wenge and walnut c.

Dimensions:

  

 

 

1300
51”

757
30”

  

 

 
530
21”


